
Summer Reading for Teens/YAs 

 

Indigo Donut 

Patrice Lawrence  

In a Nutshell: Soaring soundtrack to resilience and love Real-life grit, gripping mystery, 

magnificent love story - this second novel from the highly-acclaimed author of Orange Boy is a 

mighty fine feast of contemporary YA. Sixth-former Indigo hasn't had the... Featured in: 13+ 

readers | YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 13/07/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Nemesis 

Brendan Reichs  

July 2017 Book of the Month In a Nutshell: Lord of the Flies with added asteroid action A 

uniquely-premised psychological page-turner packed with darkness, death, and compelling 

conspiracy. Since the age of eight, Min has experienced the unthinkable. On each... Featured 

in: YA readers | 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 13/07/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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The Diabolic 

S. J. Kincaid  

In a Nutshell: Intergalactic Identity Epic Action and intrigue abound in this high-stakes, high-

concept sci-fi thriller from the acclaimed author of Insignia. Nemesis is a Diabolic. They ‘look 

like us, but they aren't truly human beings.' They're predators who must... Featured in: YA 

readers | 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 13/07/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

More Than One Way to be a Girl 

Dyan Sheldon  

In a Nutshell: Empowering, entertaining trading places tale Endlessly entertaining and 

inspirational, this radiantly witty novel imparts important messages about gender stereotypes 

with heartfelt humour. Zizi and Loretta are polar opposites, “like two sides of the same planet 
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-... Featured in: 13+ readers | YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 06/07/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

No Filter 

Orlagh Collins  

July 2017 Debut of the Month | In a Nutshell: Classic coming-of-age love story This radiant 

story of summer love, family secrets and following your dreams begins with an almighty bang. 

On the penultimate day of her school year, Emerald's... Featured in: YA readers | 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 13/07/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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The Scattering 

Kimberly McCreight  

In a nutshell: gripping adventure that keeps readers tense and guessing As revealed in the 

first book in this spell-binding series, Wylie is one of a group of people known as Outliers, able 

to read people's emotions and intentions. It's... Featured in: YA readers | 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 04/05/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

A Small Free Kiss in the Dark 

Glenda Millard  

In a nutshell: family and survival in a strange wartime landscape From the author of The 

Stars at Oktober Bend, now shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal, this is another powerful, 

tender and precisely written YA novel. 11 year... Featured in: YA readers | 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 01/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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Reborn 

Alex Scarrow  

This feverishly fast-paced apocalyptic thriller, sequel to Remade, packs a seriously strong 

pathological punch. It's eighteen months on from the horrific events recounted in Remade 

(“People dying in the goddamm street”, flesh coming away from their bones “like casserole 

beef... Featured in: 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 29/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

The Names They Gave Us 

Emery Lord  

In a nutshell: moving story of a teenage girl coping when her world turns upside down 
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Lucy's life seems pretty sorted: she's got a lovely boyfriend, a good relationship with her 

parents, and as a practising Christian is supported and... Featured in: YA readers | 13+ 

readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 01/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Truth or Dare 

Non Pratt  

In a Nutshell: Race against time unites two brave, beautiful hearts How far will a person 

dare to go? What does it take to face the hardest truths? This gripping, heartfelt novel explores 

emotional depths and oh-so many vital themes... Featured in: 13+ readers | YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 01/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Order of Darkness 

Philippa Gregory  

A Review for Changeling, the first in the Order of Darkness series: Best-selling Philippa 
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Gregory's first book for teenagers is a thrilling story of malice and betrayal, courage and 

passion. Tricked out of her inheritance by her greedy and duplicitous... Featured in: 13+ 

readers | YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

One of Us is Lying 

Karen McManus  

In a Nutshell: Hyper-tense high school whodunit * Everyone has secrets… Five teens in 

detention are hit by a storm when one of them of dies. Outsider Simon, creator of the 

notorious Bayview High gossip app, wryly remarks that they're... Featured in: YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 01/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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If Birds Fly Back 

Carlie Sorosiak  

In a Nutshell: Summer search for lost loved-ones brings unexpected love Captivating and 

compassionate debut in which two endearingly quirky teenagers find love - and themselves - 

through their search for missing family members. Since the disappearance of her... Featured 

in: 13+ readers | YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 29/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Beck 

Meg Rosoff, Mal Peet  

*** Suitable for ages 16+ Shortlisted for the CILIP Carnegie Medal 2017 | In turns brutal and 

passionate, Beck is an utterly compelling story of survival and romance which will catch the 

breath of all readers and inspire them to... Featured in: YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 01/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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Summer Days and Summer Nights Twelve Summer Romances 

Stephanie Perkins  

In a Nutshell: Summer love | Short stories | Poolside pick-me-up Perfect for dipping into 

between dips in the pool, this varied seasonal anthology features twelve scorching stories by 

twelve top YA authors. Following last Christmas's My True Love... Featured in: 13+ readers | 

YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 01/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Red Nemesis 

Steve Cole  

In a nutshell: want action, adventure and storytelling flair? The name's Bond. The discovery 

of a lost communication from his father sent just before his tragic death some years earlier, 

sends the young James Bond off on a dangerous, possibly... Featured in: 13+ readers | 11+ 

readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 04/05/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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Heartless 

Marissa Meyer  

In a Nutshell: Heart, Hunger and Wonderland awaits… | Fans of fairy tale fantasy - or 

readers who've wondered how the Queen of Hearts came to be the angry “off with their 

heads!” screeching sovereign we know from Alice... Featured in: 13+ readers | YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 09/02/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

A Quiet Kind of Thunder 

Sara Barnard  

In a nutshell: heartfelt, enthralling story built round one girl's life-consuming anxiety | 

Sixteen-year-old Steffi has been selectively mute since she was five. No-one really knows why, 

least of all her, but teenage readers will recognise the different pressures that... Featured in: 

13+ readers | YA readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 12/01/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Back to top  
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Super Readable Short Fiction 

 

Rook 

Anthony McGowan  

Interest Age Teen Reading Age 8 | In a nutshell: sharply realised slice of real life This finely 

written story speaks directly to readers in language that is frill free but shines with original, 

precise imagery. It opens with a... Featured in: 11+ readers | 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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Free Lance and the Lake of Skulls 

Paul Stewart, Chris Riddell  

Interest Age 8+ Reading Age 8 | In a nutshell: magic, knights and double-dealing Free Lance 

is a knight for hire, and sometimes has to take jobs he really shouldn't, which is definitely the 

case here. The local lord offers him... Featured in: 9+ readers | 11+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/06/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Passing for White 

Tanya Landman  

Interest Age Teen Reading Age 8 | In a nutshell: brilliantly told story inspired by real life 

events A story of a daring escape made by two slaves, a young woman and her husband, 

provides the inspiration for Tanya Landman's... Featured in: 13+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/05/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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Lena Lenik S.O.S. 

Bernard Ashley  

Interest Age 7 Reading Age 7 | In a nutshell: the surprise arrival of a new baby | Bernard 

Ashley's exciting contemporary story throbs with real voices, real situations, and real heart. 

Lena can't work out what's wrong with her mum, she's tired... Featured in: 7+ readers | 9+ 

readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/04/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Blue John 

Berlie Doherty  

Interest Age 5-8 Inspired by the Blue John stone found in the hills around her Derbyshire 

home, Berlie Doherty has created a myth that already feels as if it has been always been in our 
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memories, just waiting to be... Featured in: 5+ readers | 7+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 01/02/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

The Knights of the Drop-Leaf Table 

Kaye Umansky  

Interest Age 8+ Reading Age 8 The inimitable Kaye Umansky turns her attention to King 

Arthur and Camelot in a typically funny and mischievous story. Arthur is being driven to 

distraction by his knights, who keep pestering him to send... Featured in: 9+ readers | 11+ 

readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/02/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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Until We Win 

Linda Newbery  

Interest Age Teen Reading Age 13 | In a nutshell: inspiring story about women winning the 

vote | It's summer 1914 and Lizzy is enjoying a new freedom: she's saved the wages from her 

job as an office junior in an... Featured in: 13+ readers | 11+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/01/2017 InfoExtractBuy  

 

Mind the Gap 

Phil Earle  

A Julia Eccleshare Pick of the Month | February 2017 Book of the Month | Interest Age 

Teen Reading Age 8 Mikey thinks the world of his Dad even though he doesn't see him that 
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often. And when he dies... Featured in: 13+ readers | 11+ readers 

Format: Paperback | Released 15/01/2017 InfoExtractBuy  
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